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QUESTION 1

Which of the following are advantages of a Pipeline job when compared to a Freestyle job? Choose 2 answers 

A. Jenkins can be restarted while a build is In progress without impacting the build. 

B. Job definition can be loaded from the Source Code Management system at build time. 

C. No extra plugins must be installed. 

D. Builds can be parameterized. 

E. Builds can be triggered with millisecond granularity. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following are true about the "post" section of a Declarative Pipeline that defines additional steps that run at
the end of either a pipeline stage or the pipeline itself? Choose 3 answers 

A. The "post" section can be used to stash files, archive artifacts, and send notifications. 

B. The "post" section includes conditional blocks (such as "always", "success", or "failure"). 

C. It any step specified in the "post" section fails, the pipeline run is marked as "unsuccessful". 

D. The Blue Ocean editor does not display the "post" section blocks although they can be viewed and modified in the
Blue Ocean code editor. 

E. The conditional blocks are executed in the order they are coded in the Pipeline. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are true about credentials that are implemented in a Declarative Pipeline using the "credentials"or
"withCredentials( )" method? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. All credential bindings support the "Secret Text" and "Standard username and password" credential types. 

B. Credential IDs are case Insensitive. 

C. The credential types supported are defined by the binding plugin (or the resource being accessed. 

D. Most credentials called from a pipeline have Global scope, not System scope. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 4

One quality of an ideal build node K that it is_________. 

A. ephemeral and replaceable 

B. tailored to specific builds 

C. on-master 

D. static 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

In a "standalone" configuration, when masters manage the build environment and also execute builds with their own
resources, which of the following Is true? 

A. Build times decrease. 

B. User interface becomes slower as resources on the master run out. 

C. The builds share SCM checkouts 

D. Masters are more highly available. 

Correct Answer: B 
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